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Abstract—Tulip is an information visualization framework dedicated to the analysis and visualization of relational data. Based on a decade of research and development of this framework, we present the architecture, consisting of a suite of tools and techniques, that can be used to address a large variety of domain-specific problems. With Tulip, we aim to provide the developer with a complete library, supporting the design of interactive information visualization applications for relational data that can be tailored to the problems he or she is addressing. The current framework enables the development of algorithms, visual encodings, interaction techniques, data models, and domain-specific visualizations. The software model facilitates the reuse of components and allows the developers to focus on programming their application. This development pipeline makes the framework efficient for research prototyping as well as the development of end-user applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Although this paper presents a system and discusses its design, its content goes much further. In a sense, this paper is a position paper following ten years of lessons learned working in graph visualization, developing new visualization techniques, and building systems for users. The strategy we have adopted is to develop, maintain, and improve the Tulip framework\(^1\) aiming for an architecture with optimal data structure management from which target applications can be easily derived. The benefits of our strategy have paid off on several fronts. We have used the framework to demonstrate the Reproducibility of work published by others, allowing us to experiment with and validate our work. The architecture has promoted Extensibility and Reusability of our results and those of other researchers as discussed in detail in forthcoming sections. Tulip has facilitated scientific collaboration and technology adoption. The framework serves as a tool to demonstrate our expertise and know-how when interacting with scientific collaborators or end-users. As we shall argue, the evolution path of our framework brings it into full coherence with Munzner's nested model [37], and serves all facets of InfoVis guiding the creation and analysis of visualization systems.

Tulip is one of the very few systems that offer the possibility to efficiently define and navigate graph hierarchies or cluster trees (nested subgraphs). This technique has been a central visual paradigm in our group, as it often provides answers to data analysts. The reason is quite simple: large graphs must be clustered to reduce visual complexity, turning the data exploration process into one involving a hierarchy built by a clustering algorithm. Hence, Tulip’s low level data structure was designed since its birth to support the creation of nested and/or overlapping subgraphs, integrating at the heart of the system a property heritage mechanism that both provides coherence and optimal space usage.

Tulip started after David Auber decided to enter the huge graph visualization arena [9, 10, 12]. The library was designed to deal with graphs (relational data), focusing on graph topology as the main ingredient for visual encodings and mainly exploiting node-link diagrams (points and straight lines) as a central visual metaphor. The framework was primarily designed to challenge scalability; its core architecture and low level data structures were optimized to reach ambitious goals in terms of graph size (nodes and edges) that could be handled and visualized. After these initial efforts, Tulip found a place within our research group and soon became an everyday experimental tool.

---

\(^1\)See http://www.tulip-software.org

---

Fig. 1. Tulip is a framework that enables visualization researchers and application designers to operate on an algorithm, technique/interaction, and visual encoding level. (Left) Results of a number of graph drawing algorithms and metrics. (Centre) Several views of the same data set with custom interactions. (Right) Systrip perspective that implements a visualization pipeline supporting exploratory analysis of Trypanosome metabolism.
Because data analysis and combinatorial mathematics are companion fields to graphs visualization, Tulip included a rather exhaustive list of node and edge metrics that could then be mapped to color or size. Obviously, Tulip initially served as an experimental framework from which the design of drawing algorithms and visualization techniques were developed, tested, and validated. From this point of view, Tulip can certainly claim to be part of the champion’s club of state-of-the-art graph visualization libraries and software.

The growth of our community helped us gained visibility, and we were soon asked to cooperate with end users to build visualization applications: navigating protein interaction networks [32], producing automated drawing for secondary RNA structures [14], visualizing software reverse engineering graphs [25], social networks [13] or air passenger traffic [42]. The graph hierarchy paradigm residing deep within Tulip was later fully exploited by the work of Archambault, Munzner and Auber [4, 6, 5, 7, 8]. We also became aware of the use of Tulip by others (see [40, 21] for instance).

Graph Visualization is often a possible avenue for data analysis as seen from these numerous collaborations. However, once the graph has been established, the visualization process often needs to be supported by techniques in graphical statistics or visual data mining. Tulip has been extended to offer visual encodings for relational as well as non-relational data. The libraries have matured from their algorithmic-centered viewpoint towards a data analysis dashboard combining different visualization techniques and support for visual analytics.

Tulip offers a software library is in coherence with Munzner’s nested model and has software support for validation at any level of this model. Our paper is thus structured to illustrate this property. Section 2 describes previous and related software systems that inspired the design of many parts of Tulip. Section 3 describes the architecture of the Tulip libraries and software. In this section, we describe elements that support each level of validation in Munzner’s nested model: algorithm plug-ins (section 3.1.2) provide support for validating algorithm design, views and interactors (section 3.3.1 and section 3.3.2) provide support for validating encoding/interaction technique design, and perspectives (section 3.3.3) provide support for validating data/operation abstraction design and domain problem characterization. Section 4 presents applications, two to support information visualization group needs and one to support a domain-specific application, where Tulip was found to be helpful. Finally, section 5 presents some conclusions and future work.

2 Background and Related Work

Developing a framework over an extended period often means being compared to or challenged by competitor systems and libraries. This section presents a representative subset of the libraries that are closest in spirit to our work. We briefly discuss the philosophy or underlying principles of each, contrasting them to Tulip. Many of these competitors have been benchmarked against Tulip in terms of scalability, one of Tulip’s strong points.

2.1 Libraries

LEDA/AGD/OGDF [35, 39, 24]: The LEDA/AGD/OGDF series of graph drawing libraries were built to provide a collection of efficient graph drawing algorithms. These libraries include some of the most powerful, sophisticated, and complex algorithms to produce graph drawings. However, the aim of these libraries is to draw graphs — that is, to decide the positions of nodes in the plane. This library tends not to focus on a fully integrated information visualization library. Furthermore, these libraries tend to focus on graph connectivity. Extra information linked to the nodes and edges of the graph are difficult to integrate into the visualization process. That said, LEDA/AGD have inspired our work (see section 3.1.2).

GraphVis [26]: This library is similar to OGDF and has support extrinsic data in its graph drawing algorithms (for instance, labels, size, orientation of graph elements are all supported). GraphVis has been successful from both an end-user and InfoVis community member perspective. It offers one of the best solutions for drawing hierarchical (directed acyclic) graphs which is state-of-the-art in hierarchical graph drawing. However, the library does not focus on fully integrating its algorithms into a fully functional information visualization system.

VTK/Titan [43, 47]: VTK is the standard library for producing applications supporting scientific visualization techniques. Recent developments of this library extend its scope to information visualization. With the integration of VTK and Boost 4, the latest versions support many information visualization techniques, even though VTK was not originally designed to support the visualization of abstract (non-geometric) data. The original strength of the library was its efficient rendering of meshes in three dimensions and optimizations can be made under the assumption that most information visualization techniques are focused on rendering information in two dimensions. However, information visualization often focuses on user interaction and visual data manipulation requiring efficient methods for tracking changes to the data needs to be supported, and this library does not appear to directly support this functionality. We compare the performance of the library to the Tulip one in section 3.2.

2.2 Toolkits

Toolkits offer users an environment for the development of InfoVis applications. They offer an off-the-shelf data import/storage solution and often include a variety of widely used graph layouts and node/edge metrics. The two toolkits we comment on here primarily support the design, development, and validation of new interactive visualization techniques, rather than offering sophisticated support for graph drawing algorithms.

Prefuse [31]: This framework provides a comprehensive set of interactive information visualization techniques. Its clever design and management of interaction make this toolkit one of the most widely used for information visualization applications. On the other hand, the toolkit supports only a few graph drawing algorithms and node/edge metrics. The latest “pure” Prefuse release goes back to 2007, but recently Prefuse/Flare targeted the toolkit towards web-based InfoVis. In term of scalability, efforts have been made by the authors to provide an efficient JAVA based implementation. However, Tulip can handle larger data sets. For instance, a graph of 300,000 nodes and 600,000 edges take 1.2Gb in Prefuse when it takes only 170Mb in Tulip. Furthermore, interaction with such a graph is almost impossible in Prefuse where it still reasonable with Tulip.

InfoVis Toolkit [28]: The InfoVis Toolkit shares similarities with Prefuse and offers a comprehensive set of information visualization techniques. For instance, node link diagrams, tree maps or matrix views. As such, it has many of the advantages and disadvantages of Prefuse. The toolkit supports few but relevant graph drawing algorithms and metrics. The last release of this toolkit was in 2006. The concept of multi-views implemented in this framework have inspired a similar design in Tulip.

2.3 Software

ASK-GraphView/CGV [1, 46]: This software system shares an important feature with Tulip as it relies on the computation of subgraph hierarchies and implements multi-scale graph drawing techniques to
explore large data sets that do not necessarily fit into main memory. ASK-Graph view is part of the few scalable graph visualization frameworks. However, it essentially offers a single visualization technique relying on multi-scale graph drawing as a central visual paradigm.

GUESS [2]: GUESS uses a scripting language to perform basic tasks (filtering and searching, etc.). This scripting language is very useful and powerful users with programming experience in Python. However, direct manipulation of the data through interactive techniques may be preferable for some users, which is the focus of Tulip. Through the plug-in architecture of Tulip, it would be possible to implement a scripting language such as this one, but as of yet, we have not implemented such a feature. Also of concern is the scalability of an interpreted scripting language on very large data set sizes.

Pajek [19]: The Pajek software focuses on the analysis of large graphs, providing several powerful tools such as k-core computation, eccentricity and others. In earlier versions, Tulip shared many similar ideas with this software. However, few visualization techniques outside graph are supported. Also, the software is not open source, making it difficult to use for information visualization research.

Cytoscape [44]: Cytoscape is dedicated software for visualization of networks in Biology. In many ways, it shares many ideas with the Tulip Framework. However, it is primarily focused on biological networks and can have scalability problems. For instance, loading and displaying a grid graph having 10000 nodes and 20000 edges requires 1.5 Gb in Cytoscape where it only requires 98Mb with Tulip.

2.4 Software Engineering Background

Designing a comprehensive set of information visualization techniques for relational data that is always evolving requires a robust software engineering methodology. In the case of Tulip, we use the agile software method [34]. The first principle of this method is to provide the continuous delivery of valuable software to end user. In order to achieve this goal, the client and developer must work closely together. In our case, the first client is our information visualization research team and our collaborators.

A pair of principles taken from the extreme programming method [20] is simplicity and the courage. Simplicity mandates that complex behavior should only be implemented when it is needed, and courage requires one to rewrite code from scratch, if necessary. Of course, complete re-implementation is an extreme case, and by correctly applying design patterns limits the application of necessary changes, in most cases, to code refactoring [29].

Tulip has been developed and maintained with these principles in mind. Over time, we have integrated all necessary tools to support all the research and projects completed to date. At the end of this development process, we have software of a reasonable code length, using almost all of the well known design patterns.

Design patterns can be viewed as building blocks for software projects. Different design patterns are used for different purposes, and a good software architecture must use good patterns when needed. Design patterns can be classified into three main groups. Creational patterns abstract away the instantiation of objects. We frequently use this design pattern in the Tulip meta-model and for the plug-in mechanism. Structural patterns model the relationship between entities. We use this design pattern for efficient data storage, to implement the flexible rendering engine. Behavioral patterns model the communication between entities. We use them for the design of interaction, synchronization, and to model specific user tasks. Throughout the paper, we use design pattern terminology to describe the Tulip architecture with a short summary of the pattern to provide intuition about how it is used. A reader who is interested further could look at one of the textbooks on the subject [30] for further details.

3 Architecture Overview

The Tulip framework consists of four packages. The first package, the core of the Tulip library, provides an efficient data structure designed for abstract data visualization. The second package is a complete OpenGl rendering engine tailored for information visualization techniques. The third package is a library of GUI components created using the Qt-Nokia library. Finally, Tulip software is an application where one can embed their algorithm, visualization technique, or complete information visualization system. Figure 2 summarized the connections between these different libraries. In the following we detail the first three packages of our architecture.

3.1 Tulip Core

The Tulip Core library was created for the purpose of visualizing data sets consisting of entities and the relationships between them. It enables to store into memory in an efficient way these entities/relations as well as attributes attached to them. Furthermore, it provides the necessary functions to access to these data and standard useful algorithms. For instance, it includes function to test whether or not a graph is planar or to compute a uniform quantification of a set of values.

The Tulip core library also integrates a generic plug-in mechanism [17]. It is used many times in our library to enable easy extensions of our framework. The principle of that plug-in mechanism is to enable each plug-in to specify their input/output requirements as well as their dependency with other plug-ins. Similar to what is done with Java Beans, we are able to call these plug in directly in a program or to use them directly through an automatically generated user interface. Furthermore, since plug-ins are dynamically loaded, dependency mechanism enables us to check the coherence of a set of plug-in.

In the following we describe the Tulip meta model that is from our point of view, the part that differentiate the most Tulip from all other Information Visualization system or libraries. For more details on the basic data structure or functions (matrix, convex hulls etc...) provided by Tulip the reader could have a look to the developer manual.

3.1.1 Meta-model III

Based of the previous Tulip version [12], the Tulip meta-model III focuses on minimizing the amount of memory used while providing efficient operations on the data set. The original idea behind the data structure was to manage high-level operations used in the visual analysis process in the data structure. Integration of all these operations provides a global optimization during the interactive exploration of abstract data.

As shown in figure 3, the Tulip meta-model user only has access the class called Graph. In terms of design pattern terminology, the class
is a facade. This facade provides simplified and centralized access to a set of complexly interacting classes. The programmer does not need to understand the behavior of the objects they manipulate through the facade. Furthermore, it eases the implementation of data storage optimizations to the library as external modules are not directly accessed. One should note that this facade can be used even when working on non-relational data. This property is due to the fact that a graph data structure with an unbounded set of attributes is extremely versatile and allows to store a wide variety of data (relational, multi-dimensional, geospatial, etc.). In the following section, we present some of the operations provided by this facade.

In the case of properties, the philosophy of Tulip is to not store them but enables independence from the meta-graph construction order and helps support de-aggregation operations. We also introduce aggregation functions in order to be able to modify the way aggregated values are computed.

**Observable data structure:** Interactive visualization often requires the modification of graph topology (graph structure), decomposition (subgraph or aggregation), and attributes (properties). To prevent static links between the Tulip data structure and the external algorithm or system, we provide an observer mechanism that listens for all modifications and applies them to the data structure.

**State management:** The most substantial improvement in the new meta model is to add to the facade the ability to save the current state of the data structure. Like the OpenGL matrix stack, we provide two functions: push and pop. These two functions can save or restore the current state of the data structure through a stack. A naive implementation of this feature would be sub-optimal when dealing with a large number of graph elements and their properties. In Tulip, this mechanism has been designed with the proxy design pattern. This pattern allows objects to behave like other objects, hiding direct manipulation of the data structure from the user and allowing data sharing to be globally optimized. Using that stack of state, we were able to implement efficient implementation of the command design pattern and...
Thus, we provide efficient undo/redo operations on large data sets. For instance, a graph with 40000 nodes and 80000 edges under the following modifications: “change all the size”, “change the layout”, “change all the colors”, requires less than 115Mb (including Tulip-GUI, 3D rendering engine, and plug-ins memory usage), enabling immediate undo/redo on a 64bit Intel Q9300 processor.

3.1.2 Algorithms
Several kinds of algorithms are used in information visualization systems but can be clearly separated from the technique. In Tulip, based on our plug-in mechanism, we provide a way to add such new feature. To be independent from visualization techniques, these plug-ins are only authorized to modify the meta-model described above. Furthermore, we do provide a call back mechanism inside our algorithm allowing for interactive use in visualization techniques or information visualization systems.

For all the algorithms, we do not limit the input parameters, and thus, by using our dynamic parameters declaration mechanism, a programmer can write a large variety of algorithms. However, in order to categorize major classes of algorithms and ease automatic connection with the user interface, we provide interfaces for algorithms that modify a single Tulip property. For instance, standard graph drawing algorithms only need to modify the positions of nodes and the positions and number of bends in an edge which can be store in a Layout Property. Based on this idea, we provide plug-ins for hierarchical graph drawing, radial trees, force-directed approaches, spectral methods, planar graph drawing, space filling curves, edge bundling, and bin packing. The measure algorithm is based on this same idea and produces real values on entities/relations. It provides, algorithms, such as the computation of k-cores, eccentricity, betweenness centrality, page rank, (bi/tri)connected component, strength metric or Strahler number. Furthermore, we also provide a general algorithm type that can modify any element of the data structure if necessary. We use it for clustering algorithms, and it enable us to provide implementations for many approaches including: agglomerative clustering methods, divisive clustering methods and metric-based approaches. We also provide a adapter (ie. wrapper) to directly use the algorithms provided in the open graph drawing framework OGDF library.

3.1.3 Data Import and Export
The efficient import and export of a variety of data formats are key for building a generic information visualization libraries. However, supporting these formats in a generalizable way is not obvious. A basic version of Tulip is able to import CSV (comma separated value) files, GML, and dot formats for graphs and their attributes. We also invented our own format (tlp), that allows meta-information to be saved to disk and for custom configuration of graph appearance. Import algorithms are also available for randomly generating graphs, importing web graphs, or importing a file system.

An important feature of the import/export architecture present in Tulip is that it also forms part of the plug-in architecture. Therefore, programmers can extend the import and export capabilities of Tulip by designing their own plug-ins for custom file formats.

3.2 Tulip Graphics
Efficient rendering of large amounts of geometric information is a bottleneck in most information visualization systems. In the Tulip Graphics library, we provide an OpenGL-based, multi-layer rendering engine that includes the necessary functions for implementing information visualization techniques.

In our multi-layer rendering engine, three dimensional information can be displayed on different layers. For instance, using layers and transparency enables the graphics library to render: textured quads behind the scene, transparent convex hulls on top of graph elements, or displaying legends (2D rendering on top of the scene) for visualizations. Through the OpenGL stencil buffer, we are able to force the visibility of elements on layers. This functionality implements guaranteed visibility [38] for rendered elements. For example, in our visualization techniques, we use this capability to guarantee that selected elements are always visible.

To ease the implementations of new techniques, we provide functions to: manipulate the camera, select elements, render aggregated elements, render basic geometric entities, and facilitate the use of vertex/pixel/geometric shaders. Special attention has been paid to render these operations usable on huge data sets. For instance, computing and rendering curves, such as Bézier, Splines, and B-Splines, is done on the GPU, allowing Tulip to render more than 10,000 with more than 100 bends in real time without storing any precomputed geometry. In this example, we save the storage and transfer of 2,000,000 triangles required to render this set of curves.

When implementing a new visual metaphor (see section 3.3.1), this graphics library. Using standard C++ inheritance, the programmer can extend this library. However, to be able to extend existing visual metaphors without modification, we provide a plug-in mechanism to add new visual objects. These geometric plug-ins can be used to create Glyphs. For example, a programmer can create new plug-ins for rendering pie charts according to specific attribute values. After installing the plug-in, all views (node link diagram, scatter plots etc...) can render graph elements using the new representation.

Using an external rendering engine could have been possible. Two main reasons required that we design our own rendering engine. First, external rendering engines can generate memory overhead unable to handle graph of over 500,000 elements in less than 256Mb of memory. Secondly, when the Tulip project began in 2000, 3D rendering engines was not readily available. However, designing an OpenGL citation rendering engine for the purpose of abstract data visualization allows us to optimize and tune the rendering engine according to the visualization techniques we have implemented. As an example, in earlier versions of Tulip, the skeletons of graphs were computed using the Strahler numbers to incrementally render graph nodes and edges [11].

In software engineering terminology, a composite design pattern is used to model the hierarchy of visual objects to be rendered. A naive implementation of this pattern requires the instantiation of a large number of objects, and therefore does not scale to large data sets because of memory constraints. To solve this problem, the Tulip Graphics library accesses this composite using a visitor pattern. First, the visitor pattern adds new functionality to the composite without any modification to its data. For instance, the visitor can compute bounding boxes needed for level-of-detail used during rendering. Secondly, the visitor pattern can simulate a hierarchy of objects without building it. For example, when using a GraphComposite, the visitor traverses a dynamically created hierarchy of objects instead of creating this hierarchy beforehand. Objects are generated and reused on the fly in a way that is similar to the flyweight design pattern during rendering. This pattern avoids data duplication in the data model and graphics library, allowing the system to scale to larger data sets and synchronize rendering with the model.

The philosophy behind the Tulip graphics library is the efficient, direct rendering of data stored in the Tulip data structure without duplication. However, as the amount of available memory has increased significantly, we have integrated into the last version of Tulip optimizations that are more memory intensive. For example, we use octrees to optimize selecting elements or computing level-of-detail, and we use texture based rendering to accelerate the rendering of aggregated elements during zoom and pan.

Comparing the performance of Tulip to that of VTK/Titan in terms of speed and memory efficiency, we found that loading and rendering a grid of 1,000,000 nodes 2,000,000 edges from scratch takes 20s and 320MB in Tulip and 50s and 1.3GB with VTK/Titan. After this initial rendering, VTK/Titan is 5 times faster than Tulip for subsequent renderings under simple zoom and pan navigation, without modification of graph structure or selection of elements. However, if the selection is modified, selection of elements on this grid is immediate with Tulip and it takes more than 60 seconds with VTK/Titan. These results illustrate the trade-offs Tulip has made between rendering performance and memory usage for the implementation of information visualization techniques.
3.3 Tulip GUI

According to Munzner [37], deciding on the proper visual encoding to use should be decided after problems from real-world users have been characterized. Now, it’s not that each problem each time calls for a unique and completely new visualization techniques. The problem often turns into selecting the proper techniques to assemble and implement together with the proper operations. Some techniques now have been used and studied long enough so that their usability perimeter has more or less been established. Because Tulip aims at to be used for implementing end user visualization system, it has to implement a wide palette of existing techniques. Thus, a choice has been made to implement pairs of visual encoding and operations based on their usefulness and scope as assessed by the InfoVis community.

Tulip progressively started adding new features that allowed users to go back and forth between a node-link diagram where metrics were mapped as color or size and histograms that helped understand how a metric was able to capture a key property in the data. These data analysis features have grown and now include a set of well established data visualization techniques (see section 3.3.1). Tulip has evolved from essentially offering a unique visual encoding (node-link diagrams) to a variety of data analysis techniques that can moreover be astutely combined and synchronized. All these new features were carefully and coherently integrated into the framework using agile development methodology (see section 2.4).

We obtained an architecture based on the Model-View-Controller (MVC) architectural pattern. The model view controller approach is a well known approach for designing interactive systems. The pattern splits the software architecture in three independent components. The model component has the responsibility to store the information, the view component gives a representation for the information, and the controller manages communication between one or more views and the model. This architecture disassociates the data structure (Model) from the representation (View) and the system behavior (Controller). In the following we describe three main components of the Tulip GUI library.

3.3.1 Views

Views can be defined as visual representations of data. Node link diagrams, parallel coordinates, and scatter plots are just a few examples of views that can be used to gain insight into a data set. Tulip uses the above described meta-model to create multiple views of the same data set. The idea is to use the same data independent of the current view. For example, nodes in the node-link view of a graph may have several attributes, and these attributes could be placed in a 2D scatter plot. Having all views share the same data model helps maintain system coherency and enables working with several views simultaneously. Structuring data manipulation in this way allows the information in one view to be easily analyzed in all other views, hopefully providing more insight. Figure 5, shows three different views, in each view one can see that shapes, colors and relative size are preserved. This makes a fundamental, although simple, user interaction quite powerful. As an example, when selecting nodes in a histogram, to focus on high value nodes for instance, the user instantly see where these nodes spread in the node-link view.

Fig. 5. A centralized meta model maintains coherence between views. (Left) Histogram view. (Middle) node link diagram. (Right) Scatter plot views. All three views share the same visual attributes enabling the user to switch between views easily.

For optimization purposes or in order to implement specific types of views, the programmer occasionally needs a custom data structure. For these cases, views can observe any change to the meta-model (see section 3.1.1 for details), synchronizing all views to it. As an example, consider the scatter plot matrix view (see figure 6) implemented in Tulip. This view generates a buffer of textures for efficient navigation through the matrix. The data model, in this case, is used to generate the scatter plot representation for each pair of dimensions and the view stores these results as images. During interactive navigation, the rendering engine displays the textured quads. If data set is modified by other views or interactors, the set of textures needs to be rendered again. The observer mechanism of Tulip notifies the appropriate views and modifies the data only when necessary.

Views are implemented as Tulip plug-ins. Currently, all views are implemented using the Tulip rendering engine, but programmers are not limited to this engine. Integrating rendering engines such as VTK, other engines, or even multiple engines simultaneously inside a single view can be supported. However, the programmer would need to synchronize all views manually. An example of a foreign rendering engine used in conjunction with the Tulip rendering engine inside a single view is the Google Map mash-up, where Google Map API renders a map in one layer while the Tulip rendering engine renders the remaining layers on top of this map.

Fig. 6. (Left) The node-link diagram view renders glyphs for nodes and curves for edges. The view provides navigation such as zoom and pan, bring and go [36], fish eyes views, and a magnifying glass. Direct editing of the graph elements and data, such as adding or removing nodes and edges or translating rotating or scaling elements, are also supported. Other operations on this view include graph splatting, meta-node/graph hierarchy exploration, and texture-based animation. (Right) The Scatter plot 2D view renders attribute values to depict possible correlations between properties and the matrix allows efficient navigation between dimensions. The view provides similar interaction to the node link view and implements an interactor to search for correlation in an interactively defined subsets of elements. Splatting is also available in this view.

3.3.2 Interactors

Interaction is essential for most information visualization techniques. However, generalizing interaction in an extendable way raises a significant challenge as a wide range of methods require support. Some selections require transparent rectangles to be drawn on top of selected elements. Opening a metanode requires a single click, a small amount of zooming and panning, and modifying graph structure locally at the metanode. The bring-and-go technique [36] changes the layout of the graph and requires both zoom and pan of the camera along a well defined trajectory. Furthermore, programmers should be able to combine all these interactive techniques in the final visualization. As an example configuration, the mouse wheel could handle both zoom and pan, a left click could modify element selection, and a right click could display a context menu.

To support a range of interaction methods, we implemented the chain of responsibility design pattern. This pattern models the transmission of a message through a chain of linked objects. During the
transmission, the message can stop or continue along its path according to the object it passes through. In Tulip, we call an **Interactor** an entire chain and an **InteractorComponent** an object in the chain.

An **InteractorComponent** implements an interaction method and can: handle all GUI events on a view, modify the Tulip data structure, modify the view, and to render objects on top of the view. In the model view controller paradigm, this component can be seen as a micro controller. To encourage reuse, InteractorComponent are programmed to be as small as possible. For instance, the zoom & pan, fish-eye lens, magnifying glass, zoom box, and box selection interactors are often reused and implemented in five individual interactors.

An **Interactor** is an ordered set of InteractorComponents. The interactor receives all events from the view and implements the chain of responsibility which asks each interactor component whether or not it can handle an event. The Qt-Nokia library is used as much as possible achieve these operations. The interactor is also responsible for providing configuration widgets, documentation, and an icon for display in toolbars. Furthermore, interactors report the views with which they are compatible. In order to reuse the interactor without modification of source code, the set of views that an interactor supports can be dynamically extended.

Interactors also implement the plug-in interface. Thus, programmers can create their own interactors by combining interactor components or developing new ones. As a result, interactors can be reused across views and the programmer can extend the different types of interactions supported by Tulip. For example, GPU-based graph splatting can be implemented as an interactor.

### 3.3.3 Perspectives

As each application requires considerable programming effort which we hope to reuse, Tulip recently added domain-specific or user-centered perspectives. Following Munzner [37], real-world problems should be first characterized and abstracted into good operations and data types. There are good reasons to believe that Tulip contains several of the basic ingredients needed to properly combine and/or develop these operations and data types using Tulip’s plug-in based architecture.

After applying the Tulip framework in a variety of domains, including biology, social network analysis, and geography, we realized that many aspects of a visualization system can not be generalized and must be left to the developer to specify. However, in order to reduce re-implemention, we tried to contain all domain-specific elements inside a perspective plug-ins, allowing general system components and interaction to be re-used across applications.

A Tulip perspective specifies the visualization techniques (algorithms, views, and interactors) to assemble and how to load them. These plug-ins can use domain-specific widgets, menus, and libraries. Perspectives are very different from the generic perspective that come with the open source release 4.1. They are designed through user interviews and problem characterizations and are customized using Tulip libraries and plug-ins.

As our meta-model is generic, we hypothesized that one could keep the same data representation and switch between user interfaces depending on task. The development of the Tulip perspective was inspired by this requirement. In the MVC model, controllers are responsible for managing connections between models and views. Thus, by changing the controller, also known as a mediator pattern in the design pattern terminology, one can change system behavior.

We have had some experience using Tulip in such a context. In order to properly assess the effectiveness of Tulip in visual analytics solutions, more work is needed. However, what is clear is the gain we experience, as visualization designers and experts. Tulip is a toolbox we use when demonstrating the potential use of visual encodings to define paths to follow with end-users.

---

We borrow this terminology from Eclipse project.
3.4 Tulip run time environment

As described above, the philosophy of the Tulip framework is to facilitate the re-use of plug-ins over many contexts. The advantage of this approach is that it allows easier framework extension. However, a disadvantage of this approach is programming an application that exploits a collection of plug-ins is more difficult to implement. This added complexity is, more generally, a disadvantage of plug-in based systems. Tulip Software aims at providing this needed organization to these plug-ins so that they can be more easily used. Section 3.3.3 shows that it is not the Tulip Software that creates a visualization system, but a perspective plug-in launched by the Tulip software.

The design of Tulip Software was inspired by all the stand alone applications that we have implemented with the Tulip libraries [13, 15, 14, 32, 23]. Using agile method, refactorization aims to place all duplicated code inside this software. The primary difficulty of designing Tulip Software is to determine the maximum set common functions between perspectives. In our experience, we found these functions either necessary or general enough to be used by all designed systems:

**Model Management:** All the perspectives store data inside the Tulip data model. Thus, Tulip Software supports this model. The software provides import, export, open, close, and checks the data structure for modifications. As the model can be analyzed with different perspectives, Tulip Software is also responsible for changing/choosing the perspective used and managing the multi-document interface with tab widgets.

**Plug-in Management:** Since perspectives are plug-ins, they cannot be used until they are loaded. Thus, the software initializes all the libraries and plug-ins. The software automatically checks for plug-ins dependencies and can update or download plug-ins using the Tulip plug-in web service. When creating a desktop application, as opposed to a web application, this functionality is necessary to involve the end user in the development. Frequent installation of new releases is one of the most important problems for end users.

**Cross platform support:** Supporting multiple platforms is very time consuming when designing new applications. In Tulip, we aim to provide a platform independent execution environment. The programmer can thus focus on the implementation of their. Tulip is available for Linux, Windows, and Mac OS operating systems. Through the plug-in web service, access to plug-ins compiled for all three platforms.

4 Case Studies

The Tulip framework consists of a set of libraries and an application for managing plug-ins using these libraries. In a way, without plug-ins Tulip is not able to visualize data. However, it provides the necessary functions and data structures to build a system tailored to the task of the user. In this section, we describe some visualization systems we have built using Tulip.

4.1 Generic Tulip Perspective

The Tool Box system (known as the Tulip Graph Visualization Software) provides a generic software interface for the purpose of information visualization research. We identified the following tasks as the most important for our research:

**Reproducibility:** The most important task is the reproducibility of results published in our community. Such a system should be able to integrate many different types of techniques and algorithms. In early versions of Tulip, the focus was on graph visualization and therefore, our requirements consisted of graph metrics, graph drawing algorithms, and graph clustering algorithms. In later version, we furthered this idea to include visualization techniques and user interaction approaches.

**Rapid Prototyping:** We would like to quickly prototype new algorithms or visualization techniques and analyze them in a general visualization context. For example, we could see how a new clustering algorithm or graph drawing algorithm eases understanding of a data set.

**Pipeline Exploration:** We would like to interactively combine existing algorithms, techniques, and interaction methods easily to construct domain-specific visualizations. This feature is helpful for interviews with end users as a combination of existing features can often be used as a starting point for user feedback, delaying implementation of custom visualization methods to later stages in the project. For instance, when working with biologist, we prototyped the analysis pipeline using the generic perspective (see section 4.2) before further implemention.

We have implemented this generic Tulip perspective that supports: editing graph element properties, exploration of the subgraph hierarchy, and access to built-in functions of the Tulip Core libraries. Sample operations that are available include: undo/redo, aggregation, subgraph creation, planarity testing, and cut/paste. Moreover, this system automatically constructs menu items and tool bars, allowing access to all installed algorithms, view, and interactors.

The connection statistics for our plug-in web service, a service that checks for updates to perspectives when they are launched, indicates that the perspective is frequently used for direct data analysis. Every day more than 100 people use this perspective and the number of hits to its web site is about 8000 in March of 2010.

![Fig. 10. The Tulip generic perspective provides an automatically generated user interface depending on available plug-ins. It also provides tools for manual configuration of both views and interactors.](image-url)

4.2 Systrip Perspective

The Systrip perspective was constructed in order to help biologist understand the metabolism of the tsetse fly parasite that causes sleeping sickness. During initial user interviews, we found they seem to follow an analytic process which involves getting an overview of the data first and then focusing on a few relevant sub-networks. Using the generic perspective 4.1, we tested various interaction methods via manual selection of elements and the sub-graph hierarchy. In a sense, this stage experimented with many different visualization pipelines for exploratory analysis with little implementation.

After this initial stage, we implemented biology-specific algorithms to extract these subgraphs using a Tulip clustering plug-in. A custom import plug-in allowed Tulip to directly load their dedicated data format. By using this generic perspective, we were able to run a second round of interviews to determine if we were on the right track. Figure 11 shows two pipelines identified to be useful for their tasks. After the preliminary prototypes, we implemented a custom perspective (see figure 1) that integrates these two pipelines. This perspective limits access to only the Tulip functionality that relevant for their task and uses domain-specific terminology in the user interface. As an example, graph terminology is ineffective with this audience and the terms network and sub network need to be used.

With this prototype, the user community experimented with the perspective without our assistance, allowing them to suggest improvements. For instance, data is generated over time during experiments and the user users required animation capabilities showing the changes induced by biological events. We were able to manually simulate this data. Today, the system is in daily use and the number of visitors is about 8000 in March of 2010.

---
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4.3 Grouse, GrouseFlocks, and TugGraph Perspective

Sometimes, when the number of nodes and edges in a graph becomes large, rendering all of them directly can be an obstacle to graph readability. Also, computing a full drawing of the graph can be expensive in terms of running time. As a new approach for dealing with these problems, members of our team applied Tulip to research new techniques for graph visualization. The perspective for this system was originally an application that used the Tulip and QT libraries. Subsequently, the application was converted into Tulip perspective when support became available in version 3.

In this approach, the contents of metanodes, either derived from topological structures or attribute information, were constructed and/or drawn on demand as the user explores the data. Grouse [5] took a large graph and hierarchy as input and was able to draw parts of it on demand as users opened metanodes. Appropriate graph drawing algorithms were used to draw the subgraphs based on their topological structure. For example, if the node contains a tree, a tree drawing algorithm will be used. GrouseFlocks [7] was created to construct graph hierarchies based on attribute data and progressively draw them. Search strings selected or categorized nodes and computed induced subgraphs based on attribute values that were placed inside connected metanodes. These metanodes could be drawn on demand with Grouse. However, often parts of a graph are near certain nodes and metanodes are of interest and certain metanodes can be too large to draw on demand. TugGraph [8] was created for these situations when topology near a node or metanode is interesting. Also, it can summarize specific sets of paths in the graph.

Efficient implementation of these three software techniques benefited greatly from Tulip’s metanode/metagraph structure, its ability to handle the large numbers of subgraphs generated by the systems, and its animation functions to animate graph elements on the screen. One of the biggest advantages of using Tulip for developing this software was the number of graph drawing algorithms it supports. In fact, all three systems were made to be configurable so that new graph drawing algorithms could be inserted into the system at compile time at Tulip made plug-ins for new graph drawing algorithms available. Images of TugGraph and GrouseFlocks are shown in Figure 12.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented the Tulip 3 framework which is based on ten years of our research. We have explained the architecture choices we have made to create a stable and maintainable platform for information visualization research. The framework allows us to test all levels of the Munzner nested model: from the algorithm, to technique/interaction, to encoding, and finally to validating a complete system taking end users into account. Through technical details and a few experiments, we have demonstrated that our framework can scale to large data sets. Furthermore, we provide this framework to the information visualization community for reproducibility of our research under the LGPL license. Tulip is available under Windows, Linux, and Mac OS.

A future challenge for Tulip will include integrating our initial experiences working with dynamic graphs [3] into this model and optimizing data storage for dynamic data. Furthermore, integrating this concept directly into our facade will provide a unified set of visualization techniques using relational data as a basis.
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